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This is a collaborative project between Industrial design, 

Communication /UI Design, and the core technology 

developer, Music of the Plants. 

This process book introduces our observed problem space, 

and our design aims. For the long term, we wish that 

Plantiverse can gain more notice and be accepted among 

a diverse demographic. Eventually, people can enjoy the 

intimate interactions with plants and realize that every 

single plant is an unique individual living being, just like us. 

The broaden interest and appreciation shall motivate users 

to make wiser and more creative life decisions. One after 

another, it may bring positive changes to communities and 

environment. 

We could cure with either medicine or modern technology 

at this stage, but the real solution could always be from 

the times that we have forgotten. Auditory is our solution. 

Through allowing human beings to hear plant voices again, 

we regain the opportunity to reconcile with plants and to 

learn about plants from a perspective that we used to know. 



As we mature into adults, we tend to lose our profound sense of 
wonder about the interconnected web of life that surrounds us. 

– David Suzuki 



For children, they are good at using 
their abundant imagination to build 
friendship with objects around them.
 This type of thinking behavior helps 
children to be more appreciative 
and aware of their environment.



Experiments have shown that commons are unable to notice 
plants in one’s own environment. This inability to recognize the 
importance of plants happens most often in the biosphere and in 
human affairs. This symptom is referred as Plant Blindness. Plant 
Blindness is a side effect caused throughout human evolution. 

In the past, our ancestors needed to instantly locate and track 
their prey from jungles, forests, and the prairies. This hunting 
process required the ability to filter out the unessential in order 
to acquire precise information. By means our visions are prone 
to ignore the vast areas of green and only focus on the active 
moving objects. This survival tip inherited from our ancestors has 
created problems for our current society. We realize that many 
regard plants as mute and immobile furniture. Plants are not 
given enough credit for their contribution and thus are not being 
protected and sustained. Plant Blindness may seem harmless to 
individuals, but once added up it certainly brings negative impact 
to our Mother Nature.

If we would like our many to come generations continously enjoy 
the fascinating Mother Nature,  it requires us to make immdiately 
resolve thos harmful issues. Global warming, Climate Change, 
Loss of Biodiversity, Deforestation, Ozone Layer Depletion, and 
Water Pollution, so on so forth. These enviornmental 
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99 7 %
plants
of the biomass on the planet

they are the essence of 
the whole eco-system



however, many do not know that plants are just as 
conscious of their surroundings as we humans are



The goal of this project is to challenge and alter individuals’ 
perspectives. The intention is not to promote any particular life 
choices such as the vegan lifestyle, the ongoing activism of zero-
waste, or anti-consumerism. Instead, it is to encourage critical 
thinking and make subtle changes in daily life decisions. Subtlety 
greatly and easily helps people embrace new concepts.

With all the social and environmental awareness happening 
around the world, two different opinions emerge. There are the 
ones that are passionate and supportive, and the ones who are 
bothered and disagree. Other than holding different viewpoints, 
people may not fully understand the notion of being advocated 
or they feel that their original lifestyle is threatened. Plantiverse 
wants to bridge the gap. By avoiding bold statements and 
set obligations, Plantiverse approaches people in a more fun 
engaging and moderate manner.

You will observe in our later iterations that our approaches varies 
accordingly to the target users. 

Opportunity                
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As technology advances rapidly nowadays, many 
younger generation tend to spend more time 
socializing in the virtual world, and lesser time 
physically with their parents or grandparents. 
This symptom is one of the contribute cause to the 
rising number of lonely uncared seniors.

In respond to this issue, some seniors will choose to 
be taken care of in senior homes. Others choose to 
stay residence in their homes and hire professional 
caregivers. There are also many seniors who keep pets 
as companions. And there are of course seniors who 
enjoy spending time with plants. In fact, studies has 
shown that gardening offers many valuable health 
benefits in return. Planting is a happy simple activity 
for individual and multiple. Family and friends can 
enjoy plants along with the seniors to lower stress, 
reduce pain, decrease need for medications, heal 
emotions, and much more positive outcomes. 

Problem Space          
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To create a device that could enhance the relationship 
between seniors and plants. Let the plants give more 
tangible feedback to seniors, making plants greater 
companions. 

We want plants to strip away from the static stereotype, 
and become live active companions.  The plants could 
also become a daily assistant,  to provide not only 
companionship, but also convenience to the seniors. 

We want people to think of seniors as a sustainable 
character just as plants, just as the roots the source

Our Goals        

How Might Design 
create an accessible, stable, 
spiritual  company to assist 
and enhance life qualities for 
seniors? 
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Both primary and secondary research were conducted.  
From both research methods, we wanted to learn 
scientific facts of plants’ intelligence, how they connect 
with their surroundings, how their needs are indicated. 
And from there, we could design a system that utilizes 
these plants’ instinct to assist elderly’s daily life rountine.

Primary research was a questionnaire we designed for 
senior participants to fill in. 

Research         
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We conducted a simple questionnaire to gather some first-
hand resources.The senior participants were randomly 
selected from a wide range of demographic, including 
family members, friends, and coworkers, and pedestrians. 

The questionnaire allowed us to a better understanding 
of senior’s private lifestyles. Some of the answers we 
received were surprisingly out of expectations; while 
others matched with our research assumptions. 

how do you spend most of your time? 
indoor at home or outdoors?a.

d.
 

e.
 

f.

B.

C.

1. prefer outdoor activities because   sunshine
2. enjoy indoors, enjoy reading and pet
3. spends almost equal time indoor /outdoor
4. indoors, it provides comfortable and securiness

1. companionship, support
2. comanionship, two is better than one 
3. prefer more alone time 
4. prefer alone time, because it is quiet which 
    provides me the time think and do creative works

do you prefer more alone
time or Compaionship?

1. afraid of animal, 
    also not enough space and sanitary concerns
2. enjoys pets, in a way it strengthen relationships       

between family members
3. enjoys pets, but prevent any breeding
4. human and animals should be in seperated living spaces   

do you enjoy keeping pets? 

1. enjoys spending time with family, especially grandchildren, 
watching their growth and development

2. haven’t seen her cat for a long time, she was hesitant about the 
cat’s reaction, afraid that the cat wouldn’t recognize her. But once 
she stepped into the house, the cat came running and jumping 
onto her 

1. wechat, contact friends, text messages, information about health 
2. facebook messenger, contact family and friends
3. use technology for music, relaxation, meditation, and share 

positivity messages

1. one plant is fine but not too many, keep it clean and lovely 
    such as orchids
2. does not enjoy, because plant pots can cause dirt and dust, 
    not attractive enough not much reaction
3. not against plants, but afraid of the idea of facing death

desCriBe your most memoriaBle experienCe with your 
signifiCant Company (human/ animal/ plant/ oBjeCt) 

do you use any teChnology in daily life? 
what do you use it for? 

do you enjoy having plants? 
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For secondary research, we watched and read many 
documentary on plant nature. Their consciousness 
and capabilities, and their interactions with preys, the 
enviornment, and their own species. We were utterly 
suprised by the knowledge that plants have many clever 
survival mechnasims. We’ve realized that plants are very 
underappreicated not only by their contribution to our 
living environment; but also their evolved surviving 
intelligence. Some people may argue about using the 
term “intelligence”, because usually the thinking and 
decision making process involves an organism brain. 
However, it is no doubt the incredibility of how plants 
can complete and sustain their life circles without brain 
and nerves. Plant’s incredibile and commonly unknown 
abilities can be classified under three major categories. 
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There are many precedents of seniors assistant. It comes 
in a variety of form, can be traditional technology such as 
human-like robots. It can also be modernized technology 
that are much more ergnomic and handy, such as fitbit 
and health monitor devices. 

We made a list of pros and cons analyzing each device 
model. 

top category 
early years robot assistants, 
clockwise: Kompai, Carebot, 
Beyond Roomba 

bottom category 
modern health assist tools, 
clockwise: smart health watch, 
Bella Beat Leaf, Lapka

Precedent Research         
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- avoid using decorative 
- visuals. emphasizing on the idea of how plants can be multi-functional. 
- focus more plant’s awareness and them inhabiting their own language.  how 
they exist in human’s life. 
- no more complex visual reality approach, but rather a more straight forward 
interactive surface (app). 

Moodboard        
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Two painters, Johnsy and Sue lived together in Greenwich 
Village. The young painters and work hard on their 
paintings. With winter quickly approaching, Johnsy get 
pneumonia and becomes very ill. She thinks she is dying. 
She looks out her window and decides that when the last 
leaf falls from the vine growing, she will die.

Behrman is an old man who lives in the apartment 
building with Johnsy and Sue. He hears about what has 
happened to Johnsy and decides to help. He is a gruff 
man, and no one thinks much about him. He hasn’t 
worked on his own painting in over 40 years, but paints 
a vine with a leaf on it. He puts it out side of Johnsy’s 
window and she sees the leaf is still there. Behrman 
catches pneumonia and dies shortly after finishing his 
painting. The leaf that he has painted saves Johnsy’s life.

Inspiration Story        
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Started from the word SPIRITUAL, branch out all the primary and 
secondary connections. Some connections require deeper and out 
of the box thinking in order to make sense. 

Exploration I        



We used pink post-it notes to randomly 
select keywords for eachother. the 
keywords are for later design exercise. 
the exercise were done repeatedly 
every 2 days for one week. 

22



randomly select three keywords from the spiritual 
moodboard. define and expand on the definition and 
associations that comes with the term. Sketch out visual 
ideas by combining the essence of the three keywords.  
Roughly design objects that embodies the function of the 
keywords. these early stage designs can become reference 
for later product or package designs. 

23

Exploration II        



A short video clip we made 
for video prototyping. It 
demonstrated the mental 
and physical challenges 
seniors face on regular daily 
basis.
We focused on the notion 
of losing and retracing one’s 
sense of belonging.
The protagonist in this 
video is a senior who lives 
on her own. She is capable 
of completing basic daily 
tasks. However, the lack of 
companionship makes her 
feel sad, empty, and lonely. 
She owns a pot plant, but 
other than touching the 
leaves and appreciating the 
greenness, the senior does 
not interact much further 
with her plant. 

24

Video Prototype    
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Exploration III        

hairstyle outlooks 

scent & texture

facial expression color
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We found that the meaning of making plants become 
a stronger and more versatile compainion was not 
clear enough. Plants, in a sense, are already human’s 
companion. In order to giving a deeper connection 
between the two, the method shouldn’t be by giving the 
plant more functions, but rather an emotional or a spritual 
connection. 

Interestingly, what surprised us through the research 
was that there are a lot of knowledge about plants that 
we didn’t know about before. And mostly importantly, 
those facts about plants are totally against our common 
understanding about plants, which also changed our 
perspective about plants in a way. 

Reflections    



Self-Sustain Plant 
System Exists 

Seniors May Require 
Supplementary Assistance

On Daily Tasks

Seniors May Lack  
Stable Companionship 

and Care

Plants Are Like Animal 
Pets, But Less Energy

Caring Needed

Friend
Daily Assistant

Medical Reminder
Emergency Contact

Family Bond
Community 

Enhance Relationships
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Do you see the Plants ?
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Plant Blindness 

Plant blindness is a very common problem in current 
societies. The term refers to a lack of appreciation for 
and understanding of plants. It is one of the main 
causes that slows down promoting sustainable living. 
Most people don’t pay attention to plants and the 
fundamental role they play in maintaining life, society 
isn’t likely to agree that plant conservation is among 
humanity’s most crucial issues, much less support 
plant science research and education. All this while, 
by some estimates, one in eight plant species is 
threatened with extinction and the human population 
continues to climb. 
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Our Goals

To encourage people to reconcile with plants by 
solving plant blindness. Through interacting with 
plants via games and rewards, people could gradually 
learn about different plants from multiple aspects. 
Ultimately users would, through this process, improve 
their awareness of the plants in the surrounds, and 
change their conventional perspective on plants, which 
would lead to better regards to the plants. 

How Might Design 
remind those people living 
under a fast-paced lifestyle, to 
reconcile with plants by solving 
Plant Blindness?
To remind them to slow down, 
engage and recognize the value 
of plants’ existence?
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Concept Development We did a little exercise to clarify our thoughts from 
all the previous plant researchs. We ask ourselves to 
brainstorm all the relationships between human and 
plant nature. 

We first ask ourselves... We then ask ourselves... Last, we ask ourselves...

Why don’t plants have 
enough existence?

1. Not being regarded as alive
2. Their movements are way too slow
3. They don’t have a verbal language
4. They are usually regard as a decorative visual 
pleasure “accessory“
5. Too subtle changes on social behavior
6. We take their contributes for granted
7. Too many varieties, hard to differentiate, 
overwhelmed by information
8. No comparison, such as in a desert, we do 
cherish and recognize it
9. There are no stimulation, they are largely 
static. We lump them into geren background. 

What are the times that 
human may notice plants 
or need them?

1. Food
2. Resource
3. It used to be there 
4. Decorative
5. when it is dieing
6. When it appears or grows at an 
unusual place
7. When scientists proof that certain 
plants could be used as meditation, 
or other new usages
8. If it could be introduced differently

What features allow a 
product to be popular? And 
how do we measure its success? 
1. Trading feature
2. Rewarding feature
3. Creates a community, a phenomenon
4. Take care of different groups ‘ own needs: 
a.  For people who prefer to stay home, the 
could comfortablely explore new things 
through internet
b.  collect, make up, compare with different 
information
c.  For people who are busy, they prefer things 
that are easy to access, things for relaxation or 
joining part of a conversation that is tangible 
and helpful
d.  For children, they prefer activities and 
features that are fun, and for their parents, they 
prefer educational things for their kids
5. The product (design) shall have additional , 
secondary value constantly updates for better



Rough sketches of how the 
rewarding machine shall 
function and look like. 

A brainstorm activity we did on examining exsiting 
objects in life that were invented in the pupose of 
enhancing its orignial function. Through the study of 
precedents, we hope to find out certain regularities 
and similarities. 

33
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App System Ideation

+ REWARD SYSTEM 

Signup
8am + 1pm + 5 pm

Receive Daily Mission Find Your Target GPS Locate Area
Find The Target 

Interact With Plant

Receive Credits
Redeem Rewards

(With Collaborators)

First of all, once the 
user activates the app 
for the first time, he/
she will be asked to 
register an account 
and sign up. 

The app will send out 
a daily mission, asking 
the user to find out at 
least one of the three 
plants that it randomly 
gives out.  There will be 
three reminders about 
doing the mission in 
a day

After the user 
accept the mission, 
he will go out and 
start to find his/her 
target plants. 

The GPS in the app 
would provide a 
rough area of where 
the target plants 
will be at, but once 
the user enter the 
given area, it would 
be completely up 
to themselves to 
find out where the 
plants are. 

Once the user 
successfully find the 
target plant, he/she 
would need to user the 
device, as evidence of 
their presents, to collect 
data from the plants. 

Once the device receive 
the plants confirmation 
signal, the app would 
acknowledge the users’ 
completion and grant 
credits to their account. 
The credits could be 
used later on to redeem 
certain prizes. 



Signup
8am + 1pm + 5 pm

Receive Daily Mission

Find Your Target

GPS Locate Area
Find The Target 

Interact With Plant

Receive Credits
Redeem Rewards

(With Collaborators)

INTERACTIVE FEEDBACKS
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Reflection

In the later exploration process, also after we 
have gathered feedback from instructors and 
other students, we found out that the device in 
the system isn’t providing enough information in 
ragard to plants. 

Also, since the system is rewarding based, the 
type of reward really matters here in order to 
attract users. However, the entire system is not 
specifically targeting plants as much, and it takes 
away the attention to plants. 

What we did picked up from this iteration was 
the reassurance of designing things based on 
what the plants are capable of. The usage of the 
plants’ their own awareness of surroundings is an 
interesting area worth exploring. 



Iteration III         
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Our Goals

Learning the pros and cons from the 
last iteration, and also through research, 
we found that there aren’t many plants 
based games that are designed from 
their perspective. Also, if there are more 
interactions between the actual plants 
and human, rather than just virtual plants 
(which was 90% of the case), it could 
make people pay more attention to the 
plants around them. 



39

Concept Development
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We transformed our imaginaries, onto post it 
notes, which provided the flexibility to shift 
around ideas while shaping the game system. 
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App System Ideation

+ PLANET PLANT GAME

Greetings + 
Introduction

Plant Ambassador 

All Alone On This
Planet, Build Your 

Own world

Complete Plant Related 
Survival Tasks, Transmit

Plants From Real World to 
your Virtual Planet 

Plant’s Functions Are Am-
plified On Your 

Planet, They Become Crea-
ture Alive

Flourish The Planet With 
A Variety Collection Of 

Plants

Detect Plant Information 
( Condition + Data + Plant 

Family +
Symbiosis Data )

Online
Community

Once the user 
activates the app 
for the first time, a 
welcoming page 
would pop up, and 
the character “plant 
ambassador“ would 
introduce the story 
background. 

The background story 
is that the new planet is 
empty, and the user’s job 
is the introduce the plants 
on earth to that planet 
through making friends 
with them, and gradually 
fullfill the entire planet 
with plants. 

After the user found the 
actual plant, they would 
be asked to use the device 
to detect the condition of 
the plant, and the plant 
will be transfered to the 
planet. 

When the user is 
detecting the plants 
condition, it not only 
provides information 
about that plant, it 
also shows the related 
information about it, 
and some uncommonly 
known part of that plant.  

After the plant is 
successfully transfered 
to the user’s planet, the 
function of the plant is 
the real world will be 
amplified on the planet, 
and also they become 
alive like animals. 

In order to make 
the planet flourish, 
the user would 
need to collect and 
variety range of 
different plants. 

There will be a 
online community 
for the users to 
communicate 
and discuss about 
questions, sharing 
experiences, etc. 



Greetings + 
Introduction

Plant Ambassador 

All Alone On This
Planet, Build Your 

Own world

Complete Plant Related 
Survival Tasks, Transmit

Plants From Real World to 
your Virtual Planet 

Plant’s Functions Are Am-
plified On Your 

Planet, They Become Crea-
ture Alive

Flourish The Planet With 
A Variety Collection Of 

Plants

Online
Community

Detect Plant Information 
( Condition + Data + Plant 

Family +
Symbiosis Data )

USER CREATION
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Reflection

What didn’t work out was that there are a lot 
of interaction design part that, because of us 
lacking experience, are have obstacles moving 
forward. 

We also found that the functionality of the 
device could be improved. Rather than just 
letting it be a single purposed detector, it could 
be given more meaningful ways of usage. 

What we learned from this iteration was that if 
we could increase the interaction with plants 
to not just finding them, but to actually get to 
know about them, just like the way we get to 
know a new friend, then it would really affect 
how people regard plants as. 



Final Iteration
PLANTIVERSE              
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The goal of this project is to challenge and alter 
individuals’ perspectives. The intention is not to 
promote any particular life choices such as the 
vegan lifestyle, the ongoing activism of zero-waste, 
or anti-consumerism. Instead, it is to encourage 
critical thinking and make subtle changes in daily 
life decisions. Subtlety greatly and easily helps 
people embrace new concepts. 

With all the social and environmental awareness 
happening around the world, two different opinions 
emerge. There are the ones that are passionate and 
supportive, and the ones who are bothered and 
disagree. Other than holding different viewpoints, 
people may not fully understand the notion of being 
advocated or they feel that their original lifestyle 
is threatened. Plantiverse wants to bridge the gap. 
By avoiding bold statements and set obligations, 
Plantiverse approaches people in a more fun 
engaging and moderate manner. We guide people 
to build friendships with plants through the earlier 
ways : face-to-face communication, observing and 
reacting upon other’s changes and behavior, and 
listening to their voices.

Our Goals        

Mission:
To create a instrument that acts as a voice translator, 
friendship builder between plants & human

Vision:
Bring joy and bring insightful connections between 
plants & human 

joy / harmony 
sustainable / natural
intelligent / inspirative

+ Mission & Vision   

+ Qualities & Values   
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Plants have a “voice” to be listened to? How do 
you prove that the sound is authentic? These were 
questions we had to answer. Plantiverse is a system, 
as well as a design kit including three medias: 
product, branding materials, and an app. The value of 
the design kit is to enhance users’ experience through 
different activities. We had 3 design concepts tied 
within the design kit: restoring the bond between 
human and plant, sustainability, and maintaining 
individual well being. 

We find that the most efficient way to indicate plants 
are lively living creatures, is to project their “sound”. 
We cannot make plants move on a more frequent 
and fast level like other creatures do. However, what 
we can do is to amplify what they do have in similar 
with us, which is a voices. The reason why human ears 
cannot hear plants, is because the radio is out of the 
human hearing range. In hence, designing a device 
that can project the sound and transfer it into hearable 
music was the critcal concept for Plantiverse. 

Challenges    

Yes. LISTEN

How Might We Design 
a plant-centered system for 
human users to introspect their 
relationship with plant nature ?
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Target Audience   

20 ~ 45 years old
With an spirited and explorative mind eager seeking 
for the unknown knowledge in plant nature world. 
Through engaging with plants, teenagers and young 
adults are able to build up the realization that plants 
are important. The realization can help them decrease

the seriousness of Plant Blindness.
Parents
Parents are the biggest potential buyers of plantiverse. 
They could regard plantiverse as an investment or an 
early-eduction for their children.
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Primary Research  

The purpose of this activity was to gather 
quantitative information from the people 
in Emily Carr University.  The demographic 
in the university consists young adults that 
under age 30. Also includes instructors, 
technicians, staff members at age 30 to 50 
and beyond. Therefore, the university was 
a great place for us to conduct the primary 
research experiment. 

We placed a board at the university entrance, 
with visuals of different plants, colors, texts, 
and textures. Participants are to pick out a 
plant, and further select the related colors, 
textures and words accordingly to their 
subjective perspectives. Then they are asked 
to write a short description or story of what 
the combination means to them. 





The selections
The plants were printed in black and white on purpose, to 
prevent participants from choosing their preferences in 
favors of color presentation.









We spread out the response from 
each collected circle.
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12.96%

cactus

14.81%

aloe

5.5%

pothos

16.66%

shamrock plant

24.07%

succulent

7.4%

spider plant

9.2%

jade plant
9.2%

rubber tree

End Result  

The collected information was 
interpreted and present in data 
visualization manner. 
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7.69% 11.53% 5.77%

17.30% 15.38% 13.46%15.38%

13.46%

6.35%

15.87% 28.57%

15.87% 6.35%

6.35% 6.35%

14.29%

soft cuddly
 9.09%

timeless energetic

distinctive captivating playful rough 

28.78%

15.15% 4.55% 12.12% 3.03%

16.67% 10.61%

COLORS

ADJECTIVES

TEXTURES
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Material Research  

Liquid WoodThe ArboForm, also known as ‘Liquid Wood’, 
is the invention of two German scientists who 
were in the quest for a renewable plastic that has 
wood-like qualities but can be cast by a machine. 
Sceientists Juergen Pfitzer and Helmut Naegele 
in collaboration with Norbert Eisenreich, Wilhelm 
Eckl and Emilia Inone-Kauffmann, found that by 
combining natural fibres (flax, hemp or other 
fibre plants) and some natural additive, Lignin, 
a key ingredient in every piece of wood, can be 
“transformed” into a renewable plastic if it’s mixed 
just the right way. This bio-plastic, which they 
named ArboForm, can be molded just like plastic 
via injection machines, is durable and forms 
super-precise when it’s cast but also has the 
properties of wood – biodegradability, turning 
itself into water, humus and carbon dioxide. 
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Re-transformed Plastic Bags

The  project is called Müll. It is a project  about a 
new recycling process transforms plastic waste 
into high-end design objects. 
It is formed with an indirect heat source as well 
as lots of consistent pressure. The colors and 
patterns are created solely from this special 
process, which involves heat, consistent pressure, 
and time. There are no colors added, dyes, or 
anything of the like.
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For the polyhydroxyalkanoate (PHA) 
polyesters, the two main members of 
which are polyhydroxybutrate (PHB) and 
polyhydroxyvalerate (PHV). These biodegradable 
plastics closely resemble man-made 
polypropylene. While they’re still less flexible 
than petroleum-based plastics, you’ll find them 
in packaging, plastic films and injection-molded 
bottles.

PHAs biodegrade via composting; a PHB/PHV 
composite will almost completely break down 
within 20 days of cultivation by anaerobic 
digested sludge, the workhorse of biological 
treatment plants. 

Polyhydroxyalkanoate (PHA) Polyesters
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Polylactic acid, or PLA, is another aliphatic 
polyester and one that can be made from lactic 
acid, which is produced via starch fermentation 
during corn wet milling. Although most often 
generated from corn, PLA can be made from 
wheat or sugarcane as well.

PLA boasts the rigidity to replace polystyrene 
and PET, but it has an edge over the real thing: 
It decomposes within 47 days in an industrial 
composting site, won’t emit toxic fumes when 
burned and manufacturing them uses 20 to 50 
percent less fossil fuels than petroleum-based 
plastic. Often, companies blend PLA with starch 
to reduce cost and increase its biodegradability.

Polylactic acid (PLA) Polyesters



Early Design          
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The whole system shall be widely accessible to general 
public.  The system aims as a educational tool. From pre-
order service to post-product service, the entire process 
shall be thorough and considerate. The monitoring device 
itself shall be straight forward to use.

project sounds user guidebook 
   & campaign 

app collection

Our system consists the product device itself, print 
materials such as user guidebook and takeaway 
campaign flyers. An app that enhance the user experience. 
And a campaign video guiding users how to use the 
system also advocating the concept of Plant Blindness.  

Dissemination    



Find us on 
our campaign 
website and 
posters / 
advertisments in 
public

You will receive 
a package that 
includes the 
monitor device, 
a how-to-use 
guidebook and 
campaign materials 

Download our app, 
sync the monitor 
device to your 
mobile device app, 
and set up your 
account

Start exploring 
the possibilities 
! Make new 
friends !

Join the 
community, 
Join the hype 
the vibe ! 
Become 
environmental 
conscious !
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Product Design  

KEY DESIGN CRITERIA

Functional 

+ the amplifier be able to detect the plants 
electrical waves and transfer into sounds

+ the sensors are able to be attached onto
    the plants properly
+ the amplifier shall be portable 

Experiential

+ the housing of the amplifier is easy to 
handle

+ allow users to carry around and organize 
sensors with ease

Emotive

+ the material selection of the housing  
suggest the sound is from the plants 
themselves 
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Visual Board

organic 

ergonomic form 
blend in environment 

portability



 Sketches
/ the modern 



Sketches
/ the futuristic 
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APP GUI Design  

INITIAL USER FLOWCHART

The purpose of the app is to make the whole user 
experience more thorough and complete. The app 
is where users collect memories. It’s like Instagram 
or Messenger, it stores user’s meaningful diaglogues 
between you and your plant friends.
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Initial Rough Interface

landing page



Design Refinement         
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Collaborator 

We were very lucky to collaborate with the 
international  plant awarness company, Music Of The 
Plants. They have been working on advocating plant 
perception for a long time. They’ve developed a device 
that uses MIDI to transform the impedance from a leaf 
to the root system of a plant into music. 
As quoted from their official website, “Extensive 
research continues today as we become conscious 
of the innate ability of nature to communicate with 
us when we have the instrument to listen”.  After 
researching and Skype meeting the cofounders, we 
realized that their initiatives were very much similar to 
our project notion. Therefore, we approached them, 
and they were very generous to provide us their inner 
core technology, so that we can focus on what we are 
good at -- designing. Gratitudes to Music Of The Plants 
for assisting us making our intangible design ideas into 
a practical, functional device. 

http://www.musicoftheplants.com/en/
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Music Of The Plants
Plant Instrument
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Product Prototype / the Modern 

PURPOSE OF RESEARCH

TESTING INTENTIONS

The purpose of this research is to obtain the user 
validation of the ergonomics and aethetics for 
plantiverse, which includeds the shape of the device 
and placement of the buttons. The intention is to 
create the most acceptable design that could be 
handled by the most people, and with the appearance 
that is intriguing to the targeting group. 

The ergonomics driven testings include: the initial 
cardboard model survey, the foam model survey and 
the buttons placement testing. 
The aesthetics driven testings include: the material 
testing and the informal survey. 
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1 CARDBOARD MODEL SURVEY

Qualitative research conducted for overall impression 
on the device shape according to the participants 
personal understanding about plantiverse. After 
receiving the acutal electronic components, eight 
general forms of the device are made. Participants 
were asked to choose the one which they felt to be 
most appropriate for interaction between human and 
plants. They were asked to make selection twice, one 
before they hold on to the model and one after. Each 
set of the shapes were documented by photograph.
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The first round of selection results are: no.3 (3 times), 
no.4 (3 times), no.1 (2 times), no.2 (2 time), no. 5 (2 
time)
The disc shape no. 4 was picked 5 out of 12 times. For 
the second round (after touch). The other choices that 
are also picked included: the no.5 (3 times), no. 6 (3 
time), no. 2 (1 time). 

It is interesting to see how people’s visual judgement 
is very different from their opinions after physically 
experience. The no. 4 (disc shape) was selected for 
further design and development. 

1 RESULT
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2 USER TRIAL 

More foam prototypes were developed following the 
results from the previous survey. The 12 participants 
are all adults, which two of them are over 40 years old, 
two are at their 30’s, and the other 8 participants are in 
between age of 20 to 28. 

The user trials took place at different places for 
participants convenience, which includeds school 
classrooms, home and starbucks cafe. The participants 
were introduced the basics of the project, and the entire 
activity process was guided through by reseacher. 
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2 USER TRIAL 

More foam prototypes were developed following the 
results from the previous survey. The 12 participants 
are all adults, which two of them are over 40 years old, 
two are at their 30’s, and the other 8 participants are in 
between age of 20 to 28. 

The user trials took place at different places for 
participants convenience, which includeds school 
classrooms, home and starbucks cafe. The participants 
were introduced the basics of the project, and the entire 
activity process was guided through by reseacher. 

2 User Trial

10 3

6

5

1

8 9

4

7

211

12

The users are given 12 different foam models. By hold 
on to them, the users are asked to pick their favorite 
one, and explain the reason of their selection, reason 
they chose not to pick the others, and what they would 
prefer to change based on their choice. Then the 
participants were asked to draw out their preferable 
placement of the buttons, and explanin the reasons.  

2 ACTIVITY: FORM TESTING
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The results mainly covered 4 different models: 1, 
6, 5, 10, which are all cylinderal shapes. Only one 
participant picked the box shape, and out of the rest 
of the 11 participants, 7 of them picked either no. 6 or 
no. 1. 

This is an unexpected result for me, because my 
personal favorite was no. 5. The most common 
feedback was that they prefer the shape with a certain 
thickness, which allows them to hold on with ease and 
wouldn’t need to worry out slipping out of hands. 

The result of the participants button placements 
varies, but similar designs included: buttons around 
the monitor, dial switch and dials on the side. 

A user trial of model with similar material is underway. 

2 ACTIVITY: RESULT
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3  USER TRIAL 

After the final prototype was made, a third user trial 
was applied to gather a last round  of suggestions for 
refinements. 

This last user trial happens in school. The participants 
are 16 students with different height, gender, weight 
and hand sizes from industrial design major. They 
are interviewed individually. After played around 
with plantiverse, they are asked to provide opinions 
regarding material choices, size, shape, etc. 
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Terms That Are Mentioned The Most

Weight  10
Fillet  12
Button Shape  2
Button Material  9
Button Height  13
Power Button  2
Material Transition  1
Hemp Dirt  6
Upside Down  1
Speaker Soft Cover  2

3 ACTIVITY: RESULTS
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Terms That Are Mentioned The Most

Weight  10
Fillet  12
Button Shape  2
Button Material  9
Button Height  13
Power Button  2
Material Transition  1
Hemp Dirt  6
Upside Down  1
Speaker Soft Cover  2

Weight
It was brought up multiple times that the weight could 
be heavier. According to participants suggestions, by 
adding suitable amount of weight, it could improve 
the experience especially when handling.

Button
It has been suggested that the button height could be 
lowered, as right now it is relatively too high for the 
fingers to hover over the surface. Also some fillet could 
be added to the buttons for softer pressing. 

Material
Most comments on the material selection are positive. 
The bamboo matches with the hemp. There are 
concerns about the hemp gets dirty easily. Some 
participants are suggesting to remove the hemp, while 
the rest of them prefer to have the on. Especially with 
one of the participant appears trypophobia against 
the pure bamboo back with holes. 

Shape
The feedbacks toward the shape are overall good. The 
power button could be moved more towards the side. 

3 ACTIVITY: CONCLUSION
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Product Prototype / the Futuristic

FORM EXPLORATION

To achieve a plant-like, organic form was our goal. 
We used clay to explore different shapes. We held 
the shapes in hand to do ergonomic testing.





TESTING No.1

Pros
enough handle part, provides good grib
straight, pointy end, easy to insert

Cons
slightly over-sized, lacking portability
curve degree isn’t ergonomic
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TESTING No.1

Pros
enough handle part, provides good grib
straight, pointy end, easy to insert

Cons
slightly over-sized, lacking portability
curve degree isn’t ergonomic

09

TESTING No.2

Pros
the branches form an interesting ergonomic form
straight, pointy end, easy to insert into soil

Cons
the body has little material to grib onto
size is too small
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TESTING No.3

Pros
good ergonomic form, provides extra space to grib
straight, pointy end, easy to insert

Cons
head has some amount of dirt left because of the dent
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TESTING No.4

Pros
good ergonomic form, provides extra space to grib
straight, pointy end, easy to insert

Cons
head has some amount of dirt left because of the dent
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Surface Treatment testing
NeverWet spray

NeverWet  is a layer of hydrophobic coating that 
completely repels liquid. We applied NeverWet for 
testing its dirt resistence. They are gel-based and 
can be easily applied either by dipping the object 
into the gel or via aerosol spray. In contrast, the 
oxide polystyrene composites are more durable 
than the gel-based coatings, however the process 
of applying the coating is much more involved and 
costly. Carbon nano-tubes are also expensive and 
difficult to produce with current technology. Thus, 
the silica-based gels remain the most economically 
viable option at present.

Applied NeverWet Area
No Dirt

No NeverWet
Lots Of Dirt

Some NeverWet is peeled off
Some Dirt Left
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The preferred, most rigid 
shape and ergonomic choice

We finalize the form of both 
the body part and the clip part. 
The finalizations are done on 
the tracing paper, and take 
in consideration of not only 
the appearance, but also the 
ergonomics of the object. 

The final decision is that the 
body part will be the leaf-like 
form as circled in red. As for the 
clip will be the first one that is 
color shaded on the right.





A slanted surface for placing the 
thumb, which gives more support 
for inserting into the ground

The leaf shaped top is also a 
ergonomic shape to grab onto

Cylinderal body and gradual narrow 
down end makes inserting easier

Inner sensors 
and speakers

Magnet

Hard Iron 
Wire
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APP Wireframe  
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Print Design

ALL SYSTEM MAPPING

Mapping out all the previous research and design 
systems, were helpful because we are able to see 
clear paths of our concept developments. Icons 
made it more efficient to quickly grasp the idea of 
each system, and pull out the important points in 
order to move on to next design stages. 

Self-Sustain Plant 
System Exists 

Seniors May Require 
Supplementary Assistance

On Daily Tasks

Seniors May Lack  
Stable Companionship 

and Care

Plants Are Like
 Animal Pets, With Much

 Less Energy Needed

Friend
Daily Assistant

Medical Reminder
Emergency Contact

Family Bond
Community 

RESTORE RELATIONSHIPS

Greetings + 
Introduction

Plant Ambassador 

All Alone On This
Planet, Build Your 

Own world
Complete Plant Related 
Survival Tasks, Transmit

Plants From Real World to 
your Virtual Planet 

Plant’s Functions Are 
Amplified On Your 

Planet, They Become 
Creature Alive

Flourish The Planet With 
A Variety Collection 

Of Plants

Online
Community

Detect Plant Information 
( Condition + Data + Plant 

Family +
Symbiosis Data )

USER CREATION

8am + 1pm + 5 pm
Receive Daily Mission

Find Your Target

GPS Locate Area
Find The Target 

Interact With Plant

Receive Credits
Redeem Rewards

(With Collaborators)

INTERACTIVE FEEDBACKS

Signup
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Print Design

plant 
plenty
diverse

universe

PLANTIVERSE

The evolution of our brand name

leaf veins . roots . soil
friendship . connection . develop 
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Print Design

the chosen
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Print Design

playful but sophisticated 
explorative and discover 
connection to diversity 

PLANTIVERSE
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Print Design

playful but sophisticated 
explorative and discover 
connection to diversity 

PLANTIVERSE
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Brand Identity 
LOGO EVOLUTION

rembrace
playful 
sophisticated
explorative
discover
connection
diversity

Let the Plants talk. . Let the Plants talk..
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Brand Identity 
LOGO EVOLUTION
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Brand Identity 
LOGO EVOLUTION

unique palm veins unique leaf veins embrace connection
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Final Logo

PLANTIVERSE PLANTIVERSE
Listen to the Plants
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Visuals

embracing + roundness 
+ nature friendship

to be interpreted from different 
perspective

unfolding + unraveling the 
underlying 

simple soild colors with accent of 

line drawings

subtlety and versatile



Visuals
/ APP ICONS /

embracing + roundness 
+ nature friendship

to be interpreted from different 
perspective

unfolding + unraveling the 
underlying 

simple soild colors with accent of 

line drawings

subtlety and versatile
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Visuals
/ CAMPAIGN ICONS /



Final Outcome         

107               



The System 



Product Design/ the Modern
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SUSTAINABILITY IN DESIGN 

Bamboo was selected for the device housing material 
because it is light, calming, and inviting. Bamboo has 
start to rise to become the more innovative alternative 
for wood. Surprisingly, bamboo has strong rigidity in 
a relatively thin thickness. Bamboo also gives more 
control over its pattern and structure. Comparing two 
materials under the same thickness, bamboo is less 
easy to crack and it is also more enduring in moisture 
conditions. This characteristic is the perfect fit for our 
device, since the device needs to be portable and 
handy. The device speaker is protected with hemp 
fiber, allowing sounds to come through easily. 

AESTHETIC 

Plantiverse needs to be gender neutral and appealing to 
a wide age range. The combination of bamboo and hemp 
fiber conveys a purified style.¬The appearance design shall 
be timeless and appropriate for either children or adults. 
Plantiverse wants users to feel stylish even when they’re out 
exploring in the mud and field. The combination in between 
high end technology products and hipster movement style. 
Ergonomic was a crucial consideration throughout the 
designing process. A series of prototype testing was taken 
place. Foam and cardboard prototype were used to observe 
how target users handle the device, their most comfort 
position and how the navigation buttons should be placed. 
The device shape and size should be suitable for handling 
using one or both hands. 



bamboo 

degradable plastic

hemp fiber 
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BACK CAP WITH HOLES 
FOR SOUND PENETRA-
TION

BUTTONS

FRONT CAP,
MADE IN TWO 
PARTS FOR EASIER 
MANUFACTURE

FOR SPEAKER 
INSTALLATION

FOR FIXING 
PCB BOARD 
POSITION

OPENING HOLE 
FOR FULL 
SPEAKER 
VIBRATION

SHORT SLOT FOR FIX-
ING THE PART’ S 
POSITION

INNER STRUCTURE DESIGN

EXTENDED FOOT FOR 
EXTRA CONNECTION 
SURFACE
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Measurements

Overall Size Unit: mm

The amplifier part 1 and 4 will be covered with a layer 
of hemp fibre on top of the cover the parts themselves, 
which are made of bamboo. The buttoms on the part 1 
will be made of bio-degradable plastic. 
The amplifier part 2 and 3 will be made of bamboo. 
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Part Size

Part 1 Part 2

Part 3 Part 4

Unit: mm



With every pack of plantiverse, it comes with 
an amplifier, a ground sensor, a clip sensor, a 
charger and a hemp bag.

PACK

endurant
earthy nature tone
sustainable aesthetic
minimalistic material
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CLOSEUP  FLOWERS  INDOOR  GRASS TREES/BUSHES  



09

PLANTIVERSE



09

PLANTIVERSE



09

PLANTIVERSE



APP
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sign in sign up intro outdoors

indoors how-to
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pick a model 

capture + edit cover photo record

actiongreeting from the plant
+ plant’s information
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edit recording

my collection fans news feed + social platform



User Guidebook 
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The visual language of Plantiverse is simple with 
accents of elegant line drawings. Five vivid color 
elements represent the various greens, flowers, and 
vegetables. Pure colors derived from hemp fiber 
and bamboo were also emphasized. Due to the fact 
that (since) plants having a voice is still a fairly new 
concept to the majority, is was essential that our 
design kit not only provides instructions on how to 
utilize the system, but also to function as a campaign. 
The campaign needs to inform users the possibilities 
and authenticity of plant intelligence. In that sense, 
we designed contemporary illustrated infographics 
to help users to digest the immense data in an 
understandable and approachable manner. 



PLANTIVERSE



Listen to the Plants.

























Campaign 

Video Storyboard
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Video Screenshots



Exhibition / Inspiration
welcoming 
vibrant
reindeer moss wall
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Maquette
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Maquette






